Recycleguard® - Description of Coverages

Property & Liability

General Liability

■ Insurance for premises and operations. Products may be rated and audited on a composite basis utilizing payroll or tonnage in lieu of sales.

■ Enhancements can include coverage for conversion, impaired property and employee benefits liability.

■ Corporate Identity Protection Coverage (CIP) provides personal identity liability, administrative action and identity event reimbursement. (Coverage not available in AR, IL, ME, MO, NY, OK, VT)

■ Environmental and General Liability Exposures (EAGLE) Program® combines commercial general liability (CGL) and pollution legal liability (PLL) coverage in a single, cost effective policy which helps to eliminate potential coverage gaps. The EAGLE program provides protection from both general liability and environmental exposures faced by scrap recyclers who buy discard materials, including metals, from industrial facilities and individuals and sort and prepare those materials for resale.

Business/Commercial Automobile

Provides coverage for your owned, non-owned, and hired vehicles. Coverage can be included for:

■ Physical damage to vehicles rented by you.

■ Pollution liability due to upset and overturn.

■ Rental reimbursement.

■ Drive-other-car coverage for specified individuals (provides coverage for those individuals specifically named by you under the policy, should they or their spouse drive a vehicle other than the one you provide them).

■ Other enhancements available by endorsement.

Pollution Legal Liability Options

■ Limited Pollution Coverage: Provides coverage for a pollution incident from an insured site that commences on or after the effective date of the policy. Insured must be legally obligated to pay claims for bodily injury, property damage, or cleanup costs (excluding cleanup of insured’s own site resulting from governmental action). Claim must be made during the policy period; pollution incident must be discovered within seven days after the commencement of the pollution condition and the incident must be reported within 14 days following discovery by the insured.
Premises Pollution Liability: Provides coverage for the first-party cleanup of both sudden and accidental or gradual pollution releases at covered location(s). Coverage also provided for bodily injury and property damage for gradual releases at covered locations. Mold/fungi is included in the definition of pollution conditions.

Contractors Pollution Liability: Provides coverage for bodily injury and property damage arising out of both sudden and accidental and gradual pollution releases while performing services for others.

Environmental and General Liability Exposures (EAGLE) Program®*: refer to details under General Liability section.

**Property Coverage extension to provide for Limits**

- Newly acquired or constructed buildings - $1,000,000
- Newly acquired business personal property - $1,000,000
- Computer equipment - $250,000
- Additional media/data programs - $100,000
- Property in transit - $50,000 (if stock covered with property)
- Money and securities
  - Inside - $20,000
  - Outside - $10,000
- Fire department service charge - $25,000
- Recharge of fire protection equipment - $10,000
- Extra expense - $50,000
- Pollutant clean up and removal - $25,000
- Valuable papers and records - $100,000
- Accounts receivable - $100,000
- Inventory and appraisal - $20,000
- Off premises utility
  - Property coverage form - $100,000
  - Business income and extra expense coverage - $25,000
Umbrella Liability

Provides insurance limits over your primary general, automobile and employer’s liability limits, subject to policy terms and conditions. Limits up to $10 million and greater are available.

Program Elements

- Coverages, limits, and deductibles can be customized to fit individual needs.
- Price is based on individual coverage’s, limits, construction, location, and previous claims history. No group rates are used.
- All underwriting is centralized resulting in a consistent approach to providing coverage.

Actual coverage is subject to the policy terms and conditions agreed to at the time of binding.

Loss Prevention. RecycleGuard is committed to providing loss-prevention consulting services to help you establish and maintain effective safety processes to control hazards and reduce loss potential. Experienced recycling industry safety professionals will evaluate your safety policies and procedures to determine their effectiveness and develop a formal program to correct identified deficiencies.

Fast Attention and Instant Access for Claims. RecycleGuard offers a toll-free claims hotline and e-mail address for direct reporting of claims that are then handled by recycling industry specialists familiar with claims common to the industry. Claims handling, involving the insured, insurer, and program manager is designed to achieve mutual goals with optimal results.

Large Deductible or Self-Insured Options. The program can include workers’ compensation, general and automobile liability. To qualify, you must accept a minimum deductible of $150,000. Normal guarantee cost minimum premium level for all lines to be included is $500,000.

Loss Sensitive Options Available Through RecycleGuard

Captive Insurance Option. For those that qualify and wish to consider the option, Willis can provide market leading captive solutions. Applicants must have exceptional loss history, a demonstrated commitment to loss prevention and a minimum premium of $500,000 for workers’ compensation, general and automobile liability. Your current agent or broker may stay involved.